CENTRAL OREGON
AREA COMMISSION ON TRANSPORTATION
(COACT)
November 10, 3:00 – 5:00 PM
City of Redmond Public Works Training Room
243 E. Antler Ave., Redmond
AGENDA

3:00

1. Call to Order and Introductions
Alan Unger, COACT Chair

3:05

2. Public Comments
Alan Unger, COACT Chair

3:10

3. COACT Business
A) July 14, 2016 Meeting Minutes (Action)

3:15

4. COAR – Critical Airport Relief Program
A) Aviation Program Overview and Process
B) ACT Role and Review Form
C) Central Oregon Application Summaries
D) COACT Discussion of Projects
E) Delegate ACT Review Form to COACT Exec. Comm. (Action)
Gary Judd, Aviation Representative

3:45

5. Oregon Transportation Commission Annual Workshop
Meeting (October 13-14, 2016) Debrief
A) Discussion, Observations
Alan Unger, COACT Chair and Gary Farnsworth

4:00

6. Transportation Funding Program Recap
A) Federal Lands Access Program (FLAP) Update
B) 2018-21 STIP Program Update
C) ConnectOR VI Project Status
Gary Farnsworth, ODOT

4:30

7. Regional Roundtable
A) Discussion of Issues, Needs, Projects, etc. around the region
COACT Members

5:00

Adjourn

Attachment A
Attachment B1-B2
Attachments B3-B4
Attachment B5

Handouts

ATTACHMENT A
DRAFT Meeting Minutes
Central Oregon Area Commission on Transportation
COACT
September 14, 2016

Members:
Attendees: Andrea Blum (City of Sisters), Gary Judd (Aviation), Barb Campbell (City of Bend), Jack Seley (City of
Prineville), Marcos Romero (Federal Agency – US Forest Service), Mike McCabe (Crook County), Alan Unger
(Deschutes County), Gary Farnsworth (ODOT), George Endicott (City of Redmond), Ken Mulenex (City of La Pine),
Lonny Macy (Warm Springs), Jeff Monson (Transportation Options), Mike Folkestad (Jefferson Co. Stakeholder), Charlie
Every (Trucking/Freight), Jeff Hurd (City of Madras), Karen Friend (Transit), Melvin Ewing (Federal Agency – BLM).
Guests:
Scott Smith (City of Prineville), Chris Doty (Deschutes County), Bob O’Neal (Crook County), Rick Williams (ODOT),
Kevin Haas (ODOT), Richard Ross (Public Transit Advisory Committee Chair), Nick Arnis (City of Bend), Midge
Graybeal (Anderson Perry & Associates), Troy Baker (Anderson Perry & Associates), Tom Headley (Century West
Engineering), Peter Russell (Deschutes County), Joni Bramlett (ODOT), Amy Pfeiffer (ODOT), Jill Pearson (ODOT),
Paul Bertagna (City of Sisters), Matt Kittelson (Kittelson & Associates), Jackie Gulczynski (Kittleson & Associates), Phil
Stenbeck (City of Prineville), Bridget Weighart (Parsons Brinckerhoff Engineering Services).
Staff
Shelby Knight (COIC), Scott Aycock (COIC)
1. Call to Order and Introductions
The meeting was called to order at 3:14 pm. Introductions were made.
2. Public Comments
There were no public comments.
3. COACT Business
a) July 14, 2016 Meeting Minutes (Action)
George Endicott motioned to approve the July 14, 2016 meeting minutes. Ken Mulenex seconded. Minutes were
approved by consensus.
4. Highway 97 Freight Corridor Plan Discussion
Gary Farnsworth introduced Rick Williams of ODOT and Bridget Weighart of Parsons Brincherhoff Engineering Services
(WSP). He noted that the purpose of the freight plan study on the 97 corridor is to identify barriers and issues that will
need to be addressed as work continues on the 97 corridor.
Rick Williams referred to the PowerPoint presentation “US 97 Existing Conditions” which can be found on the website
along with related supplemental material on the subject here: https://coic2.org/community-development/central-oregonarea-commission-on-transportation/.
Rick Williams informed those in attendance that ODOT, with the help of Parsons Brinckerhoff Engineering Services
(WSP), conducted a study of existing conditions for all of highway 97 from a freight perspective. The entirety of the
freight plan study consists of two phases. The first phase is focused on recording current conditions. After collecting
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feedback from Region Four, the study will move to phase two, which will look at future conditions and solutions to the
problems identified in phase one. He handed out comment forms and asked those in attendance to provide feedback via
the form.
Bridget Weighart stated that her presentation would cover the purpose and approach of the plan, quarter wide findings,
and existing conditions in Central Oregon in comparison to other regions. She discussed that phase one was an attempt to
gather and compile existing information and data on the US 97 corridor. Conducting the study included engagement of
stakeholders, review of existing plans and data, and a small amount of new data analysis. She noted that more detailed
analysis will occur in the second phase. In analyzing current conditions, the study looked at grades and curves, average
annual daily traffic, vehicle miles traveled, operational and travel time, travel cost, and traffic incidence and collisions.
The US 97 corridor is 292 miles long and crosses five counties and eight cities in Oregon. For the analysis, WSP broke
the corridor up into 11 different segments. Four of those segments are urban and seven are rural. Bridget Weighart noted
that urban and rural areas have different characteristics, making it helpful to categorize them separately in the analysis.
Bridget Weighart presented maps of the corridor, analysis segments, and commodity flows. She noted that commodity
information was extracted from a separate database and is therefore reported by milepost but segments are referenced on
the map.
Bridget Weighart discussed corridor wide findings. She noted that highway 97 is among the top 5 highways in terms of
percentage of truck traffic. 8-41% of annual average daily traffic on the corridor is comprised of trucks. She noted that
this percentage may be higher. For example, the number of trucks travelling in urban areas tends to decrease as passenger
vehicle traffic increases. Combination trucks were found to be the most dominant truck type travelling the corridor. The
study showed that single unit trucks travel more commonly in urban areas.
Bridget Weighart stated that the FAST Act has resulted in stricter driver regulations. The regulations are not consistent
with the number of rest stops along the corridor. There are 11 public and private rest areas, only four of which are
significant in size and recognized truck stops. These four truck stops are located in Biggs, La Pine, Chemult, and Klamath
Falls. Stakeholders noted a lack of significant truck stops as a barrier to traveling the corridor, especially with increased
regulations that require drivers to take more breaks and make more frequent stops. Stakeholders reported the stretch of
highway between Biggs and La Pine as a particularly lengthy distance lacking adequate truck stops.
Bridget Weighart presented a map of the Safety Priority Index System’s top incident locations along the US 97 corridor.
The Index is based on data acquired from the state of Oregon’s Safety Priority Index. She reported that 13 sites along the
97 corridor are within the top 15% of incident locations, 6 of which are within the top 10%.
Bridget Weighart reported on existing conditions specific to the Central Oregon region. She presented maps of the region
showing speed, number of lanes, and grades and curves. The maps highlight speed limit changes for trucks, single lane
stretches and short passing lanes, and significant grades and curves that can be challenging for trucks to maneuver.
Bridget Weighart presented graphs and data comparing the following for all 11 segments:









Annual average daily traffic by vehicle type
Annual average daily truck traffic
Daily vehicle miles traveled
Daily vehicle miles traveled by trucks
Corridor delay
Incident rate by effect and segment
Excess crash frequency
Commodity flows
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Bridget Weighart stated that WSP also did an analysis of crash frequency by comparing how many incidents you would
expect to have given the nature of the roadway to the actual crash frequency. They found most segments had a higher
number of crashes than was predicted. She noted, however, that the segment of road between Redmond and Bend had less
crashes than was predicted. She recommended that areas where excess crashes occurred be studied further, specifically
within the more urban areas of Bend and Redmond where accident frequency was much higher than predicted.
Gary Farnsworth asked in what units are the frequency rates measured. Bridget Weighart responded she would have to
check and see if the units are per thousand or per million vehicle miles travelled (VMT). She added that the measurement
is not so much a “rate” as it is a comparison.
George Endicott asked if the accident frequency was measured before the speed limit went up. Bridget Weighart
responded yes, the crash data analyzed was for 2010-2014.
Rick Williams stressed the importance of the freight plan study in identifying issue areas along the 97 corridor. He stated
that addressing freight and traffic issues now can help alleviate traffic and traffic incidents in the future. He opened the
floor for questions and encouraged attendees to fill out a comment card.
Mike Folkestad asked what constitutes a truck. Rick Williams responded that “trucks” in the case of this study are
anything with dual tires or commercial vehicles.
Peter Russell asked will there be an analysis of parking lots or land use applications within this study. Rick Williams
responded that within the second phase of the project, there will be studies of pinch points and truck parking. These
studies will look at where the freight industry would like to see rest stops. He noted that the initial surveys for these
studies have already been conducted. From the survey results and considering distance, recommendations will be made
for sites for new commercial facilities.
Peter Russel asked if the study differentiates between local and non-local trips. Rick Williams responded no, but that the
majority of truck traffic is through traffic.
Mike McCabe asked are representatives from the trucking industry involved in this process. Rick Williams responded that
they aren’t for phase one and the existing conditions report. The existing conditions report is being run through the
statewide freight committee for comments. Industry representatives will be heavily engaged in phase two.
George Endicott asked how rest stops are factored into the study versus service areas and designated truck stops. Rick
Williams responded that the study includes rest areas and truck stops, not rest stops.
Alan Unger noted that there are some urban segments that have zero volume delay. He asked if this is due to traffic lights
and slower speeds. Rick Williams responded yes, and congestion.
Rick Williams stated there are grade and curve restrictions along the corridor in the Columbia River area that contribute to
delays. He added that there are tight delays to urban areas from Shaniko to Lava Butte. Delays from Lava Butte heading
south tend to be weather related due to snow and a gain in elevation.
Alan Unger asked what is our homework. Bridget Weighart replied please let us know anything we’ve missed, provide
suggestions for the next phase, etc. Rick Williams added that facility improvement suggestions would be helpful as well.
Alan Unger clarified that the study focuses specifically on freight. Rick Williams responded yes, and how freight relates
to passenger vehicle traffic.
Mike McCabe asked are you tying this in with regulation. Rick Williams responded yes, specifically with regards to the
eight hour rest day regulations that resulted from the FAST Act. Charlie Every clarified that under the new FAST Act
regulations, truck drivers can drive for 11 hours before taking a ten hour break. He added that a discussion on limiting
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truck speeds is also in the works. Mike McCabe noted that in other states, truck speeds are not as limited. Charlie Every
agreed. Alan Unger clarified that the above regulations discussed are state of Oregon rules. Charlie Every responded no,
they are federal regulations.
5. Joint Transportation Committee Hearing Discussion
Alan Unger briefly summarized the Joint Transportation Committee visit to Central Oregon in August. The Committee
toured transportation projects throughout the region, had a lunchtime roundtable discussion, and held a public hearing at
the COCC campus on August 18th. He asked the COACT for feedback and observations.
George Endicott felt the Committee members were very attentive, specifically regarding the topic of Emergency
Preparedness and the role of US 97 in the event of a major catastrophe.
Chris Doty attended the evening hearing as part of a concerted effort by City Managers and Commissioners to involve the
business community in the discussion. He felt there was not the business presence he had hoped for. He added that the
west side of Bend had a strong voice in the room.
Ken Mulenex stated the Committee members listened intently and were well informed. He noted they took interest in
transit. Overall, he felt it was worth everyone’s time.
Gary Farnsworth noted the attention Karen Friend received in regards to funding options for CET. He stated that the
Committee provided a range of ideas for funding options.
George Endicott asked what their reaction was to the proposal to give a transit district authority to COIC. Ken Mulenex
replied that the Committee asked a number of good questions and spent quite a bit of time discussing it at the roundtable.
Charlie Every felt the Committee asked pertinent questions regarding trucking. He noted their focus on what has been
done and how, and if other avenues had or will be explored.
Alan Unger felt the Committee was seeking solutions and asked “the tough questions”. For example, how will we get past
clean fuels legislation in trying to pass a transit funding package?
Chris Doty explained work being done through the City and County Administrators group on a joint resolution to present
to each city and county. He identified the local delegation as the target audience. The resolution is an effort to achieve
unanimous support amongst local transportation agencies for a transportation funding package. The resolution would
provide evidence that a funding package is needed and has support; that there are local political leaders willing to support
the effort from a broad array of representation.
Alan Unger addressed Gus Burril and asked if Madras had been a part of the joint resolution discussion. Gus Burril
responded that the resolution was passed in Madras. He stated that the need for funding is clear; it is now a matter of
communicating this to the public. He added that there needs to be an indexing way to keep up with inflation, especially as
more fuel efficient cars enter the roadways.
Chris Doty stated that the resolution should be ready for the local bodies of government after the general election. The
resolution will be presented in December or January to each city and county.
Alan Unger asked if cities and counties should begin the discussion now. Chris Doty answered that individual entities will
start their own individual discussions. The goal is to have reactions and responses from each entity by the time next year’s
legislative session begins.
Mike McCabe asked if a draft document is available. Scott Aycock responded that a draft is in circulation and he will
send Mike McCabe a copy.
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George Endicott wondered what is the long term solution to funding transportation.
Bob O’Neal wondered if timber sales or rural schools funds are options being considered to fund transportation. Were
these options discussed with the Joint Committee on Transportation. Alan Unger responded that the discussion was
focused on how transportation works in Central Oregon and less on funding options.
Gary Farnsworth informed those in attendance that the OTC will pick this up at their October workshop. He added that
Commissioner Unger received an invite to participate in the workshop. Alan Unger informed the COACT that the OTC
will be hosting their annual workshop October 13th-14th in Silverton, Oregon. The workshop will include an in-depth
discussion with legislators and key stakeholders on transportation needs and issues around the state, investment needs, and
priorities of multiple modes. The discussion is, in part, a preparation for the legislative funding package that is under
development. Those set to attend are the Joint Committee on Transportation Preservation and Modernization, ACT chairs
and modal advisory committee chairs. Additionally, there will be an opportunity for ACT and modal advisory committee
chairs to provide feedback on the project selection process for the recent ConnectOregon VI and STIP processes.
Gary Farnsworth noted that there is an opportunity to utilize the information that was prepared for the Joint Committee on
Transportation visit to prepare for the discussion at the OTC workshop. Gary Farnsworth will create a document in
preparation for the OTC annual workshop to be distributed to the COACT for feedback.
6. ConnectOR VI Discussion
Gary Farnsworth reported that Central Oregon received the highest percentage of funding from ConnectOregon VI of any
round to date, around $4.9 million. 39 multimodal projects were approved through ConnectOregon VI for a total of
$49,518,726. He commended Jeff Monson, Alan Unger, and others from COACT on the hard work that went in to this
process and ultimately contributed to the success of the region’s projects.
Alan Unger felt that having strong support from various modal committees contributed to the success of many Central
Oregon projects.
Jeff Monson felt it was beneficial to the process to make the case for connections between projects. For example, showing
the connection between the Redmond Transit Hub and the Redmond Homestead Trail boosted support for both projects.
He noted that this would be a good strategy to use in future ConnectOregon rounds.
Alan Unger informed those in attendance that ConnectOregon is a biennial process. The next round will be in 2018,
assuming that the funding is authorized again. In the meantime, it would be beneficial to think of projects that have
connections and would be prioritized by modal committees.
7. COIC Transit Legislative Change Update
Karen Friend informed the COACT that COIC is working on a governance legislative concept. COIC is an ORS 190
intergovernmental cooperation formed by cities and counties in order to provide regional services and support. A section
of ORS 190 provides the opportunity to levy for property tax to fund transportation facilities, but not operations. COIC
and partners attempted to change this at the last legislative session but were unsuccessful. COIC is now in the process of
producing a new transit legislative concept.
A barrier to successfully passing such legislation is the concern that there are too many taxing entities. Karen Friend
pointed out that in fact, COIC is trying to avoid spending more tax dollars by operating a transit system under a single
entity. This eliminates the prospect of having multiple competing transit providers running multiple programs. Developing
a system in which less governing bodies and organizations have taxing authority can lead to less transit costs for the
region.
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The current legislative concept proposes that organizations would have to be receiving Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) transportation operations funding in order to be eligible to utilize the new provision. These guidelines would ensure
that an entity is meeting certain requirements in regards to financial capability, technical capability, etc. COIC is currently
the only transit operator in the state approved to receive such funding. While the proposal is designed specifically for
Central Oregon, Karen Friend noted that other areas may want to adopt a similar process but would have to prove up as
qualified FTA funding recipients.
The legislative concept would also give local cities and counties control over transit development in their area. Karen
noted that cities and counties within Central Oregon are at different stages of development, and have different transit
needs and priorities. Therefore, the region requires a tailored system in which cities and counties are able to develop and
fund transit individually, while still being served by one regional transit system. This piece of the concept states that only
upon action by both the COIC Board of Directors and the city council’s Board of Commissioners, would COIC propose a
voter approved operating levy. For example, if a city or unincorporated area were ready to proceed with an improvement
in transit, there would then be a process in which those operations would be scoped and defined, and COIC would work
with that city or county to define the service boundary and discuss funding mechanisms. If a city decided that a levy for
property taxes was necessary to fund the project, they would then authorize COIC to do so.
Ultimately, Central Oregon has a unique opportunity to continue to operate a coordinated transit system under one
managing entity. This eliminates fragmenting the system and allows us to maintain one overhead cost and provide for
economies of scale which allows dollars to go further, all while allowing each city to grow and build their transit system
as they determine.
Alan Unger asked what is the strategy. Karen Friend responded that COIC is currently in the process of meeting with all
of the cities and counties within the region. She noted that each city has supported the governance legislative concept thus
far. The next steps will include working the City of Bend lobbyist and COCO for lobbying, and conducting outreach to
businesses and the public.
Ken Mulenex expressed support for the work being done on the ORS 190 legislative concept. He stated that the proposed
statute change would benefit La Pine and protect its ability to mature and grow as is fit. He noted the importance of
conveying the benefits within each community, specifically the opt in or opt out option for each city.
Barb Campbell asked does COIC have the authority to put an initiative on the ballot themselves. Karen Friend responded
that COIC currently has the authority to put an initiative on the ballot for facilities but not for operations.
Barb Campbell stated that the City of Bend is in support of the change in the ORS 190 statute. She noted that with the
current housing crisis, a number of workers are living in surrounding communities and are depending on public transit to
get to and from work in Bend.
Alan Unger added that at the Joint Committee on Transportation public hearing there was much discussion and public
desire to build a more robust transit system in the region.
Barb Campbell stated that the new OSU-Cascades campus has made a commitment to promoting and utilizing alternative
transportation. She hopes OSU-Cascades will be a community driver for expanded transit. She also hopes that building a
better transit system would be attractive to visitors and help alleviate congestion during tourist seasons.
Mike Folkestad asked is there apprehension that the proposed system might take on the form of Metro? Karen Friend
responded that the proposed legislative concept is aimed at achieving the opposite. Alan Unger added that CET is
overseen by all counties and governments in the region. Metro’s transit district is governed by an elected board that is not
affiliated with the cities and counties it serves.
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Ken Mulenex noted that the checks and balances system of the proposed ORS 190 statute change is an attractive selling
point. He added that it is in the best interest of the counties and cities.
Karen Friend agreed that the proposed changes have accountability to cities and counties built in. She added that there is a
balancing factor to having a system that is governed by a Board of Directors that care about all aspects and needs of the
communities they serve, not just transit.
Alan Unger stated the next step is to prepare a bill that includes a narrowly focused relating clause. He added that
Representative Huffman is interested in being supportive.
Barb Campbell felt that outreach will be essential for the ORS 190 legislative change proposal. For example, the failure to
pass the Bend fuel tax has proven how important public outreach is, specifically when a tax is involved.
Mike Folkestad asked are there other representatives in support of the ORS 190 legislative change? Ken Mulenex
responded we are currently working on gaining support from other representatives. He noted that they would like more
information, specifically on mechanisms. Alan Unger stated that an important concept to convey is that ORS 190 is a
governance change and not a tax.
8. The Value of Roundabouts
ODOT has been conducting outreach on the importance of roundabouts to local governments, agencies, and ACTs around
the state. Gary Farnsworth introduced Kevin Haas of ODOT, who presented “The Value of Roundabouts”. [The full
slideshow can be found on the COACT web page here: https://coic2.org/community-development/central-oregon-areacommission-on-transportation/.]
Essentially, roundabouts have been shown to be safer than traffic signals. Statistics show that drivers are 2/3 more likely
to engage in distracted behavior at a signal. Roundabouts have proven to reduce fatal and serious injury accidents to 0
such incidents in Oregon to date. Public opinion around roundabouts tends to be negative. This is why ODOT is working
with elected officials and public figures to address negative attitudes and reactions from the public, deal with freight
mobility misconceptions, and inform people of the cost benefits of roundabouts compared to traffic signals, specifically
when looking at ongoing maintenance costs.
Ken Mulenex asked for more information. Kevin Haas responded that the slides will be posted for the COACT and added
that ODOT is working on putting out more material. Additionally, ODOT recently created a YouTube channel that will
publish more information on the benefits of roundabouts.
Mike Folkestad asked how Oregon compares to other states in terms of opinion and number of roundabouts. Kevin Haas
responded that Oregon is behind in terms of acceptance and number of roundabouts. For example, Washington and
California have roundabouts at ramp terminals on lower volume freeways. Oregon has yet to adopt a ramp terminal
roundabout. Gary Farnsworth added that Kansas and Wisconsin are the leading states in terms of number of roundabouts.
Additionally, Kevin Haas noted Caramel Indiana as a model city for roundabouts.
Jeff Monson suggested ODOT engage bike/ped groups in the discussion. Kevin Haas replied that bike/ped groups have
been engaged and have had positive reactions so far. Jeff Monson stated that he is in support of roundabouts.
Charlie Every asked 1) are the state roundabouts single or double lane; 2) which is best; and 3) what type of roundabout is
going in in Sisters and Prineville. Kevin Haas responded that single lane roundabouts are being built in Sisters and
Prineville. The only multi-lane roundabout on the state highway system is in Astoria. Charlie Every responded that at the
double lane roundabouts in Bend, trucks have to get in to the inside lane to make the turns. Kevin Haas responded that
ODOT has worked with the freight industry to change legislation around that. It is now illegal to drive alongside a
commercial vehicle in a roundabout in Oregon.
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Gary Farnsworth predicted that future two lane roundabouts on the state highway system will be large enough that there
will not be encroachment between trucks and cars.
Nick Arnis stated that it is challenging trying to understand and plan for bike/ped interactions with roundabouts,
especially for multi-lane.
Kevin Haas responded that planning for multi-lane roundabouts is more complex and that single lane roundabouts are
sufficient for a majority of intersections.
The meeting adjourned at 5:09 pm.
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Aviation System Action Program (ASAP)
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Background

Oregon Airport System

In 2015, the Oregon State Legislature passed House Bill 2075 to increase the fuel tax on Aviation Gas (AV Gas) and Jet Fuel by .02 cents per gallon to invest in aviatio
purposes, as noted below, resulting in the Aviation System Action Program (ASAP) Fund. The fuel tax increase became effective January 1, 2016 and currently has a
January 1, 2022.

Employment
Statutes and Rules
Reports
Links
Registration & Licensing
State Aviation Board
Forms
Home

Funding Programs

The ASAP Fund allocates and distributes the proceeds 1 from the fuel tax increase among three new programs, in accordance with OL 2015 c.700 §7: COAR Grant Pro
Program, and SOAR Program.
1 After a 5% setaside to the Oregon Department of Aviation for costs of the department and the State Aviation Board in administering the programs.

Reports to Legislature
ORS 319.020(8)(b)(B) requires ODA to submit a report to the legislature on the ASAP program. The report may be found here.

COAR  Critical Oregon Airport Relief Program
Fifty percent of the amounts from the fuel tax increase shall be distributed for the following purposes:
(A) To assist airports in Oregon with match requirements for Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport Improvement Program grants.

(B) To make grants for emergency preparedness and infrastructure projects, in accordance with the Oregon Resilience Plan, including seismic studies, emergency g
(C) To make grants for:
1. Services critical or essential to aviation including, but not limited to, fuel, sewer, water and weather equipment.
2. Aviationrelated business development including, but not limited to, hangars, parking for business aircraft and related facilities.
3. Airport development for local economic benefit including, but not limited to, signs and marketing.

ROAR  Rural Oregon Aviation Relief Program
Twentyfive percent of the amounts from the fuel tax increase shall be distributed for the purpose of assisting commercial air service to rural Oregon.

SOAR  State Owned Airports Reserve Program
Twentyfive percent of the amounts from the fuel tax increase shall be distributed to stateowned airports for the purpose of:
(A) Safety improvements recommended by the Oregon State Aviation Board and local commuity airports.
(B) Infrastructure projects at public use airports.

COAR Grant Program
To go directly to the Critical Oregon Airport Relief Program page simply click on the link below:
COAR  Critical Oregon Airport Relief Program

ASAP Newsletter
To go directly to the ASAP Newsletter simply click on the link below:
ODA ASAP Newsletter Vol I Issue I 20161001 (PDF)

Rules and Statutes
House Bill 2075 (PDF)
Draft ASAP Fund Administrative Rules (PDF)

Help With PDF Files?
Having trouble viewing PDF files? Click on the link below for answers.

http://www.oregon.gov/aviation/Pages/Aviation_System_Action_Program.aspx
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Having Trouble Viewing PDF Files?

Stay Informed

To get updates on the latest information about our grant programs, subscribe to the ASAP electronic mailing list by sending an email request with the subject line “ASAP
Request” to: ASAP@aviation.state.or.us

For Further Information Contact:
Heather Peck
ODA Planning and Projects Manager
(503)3783168
Heather.Peck@aviation.state.or.us
or
Nohemi Ramos
Fiscal Analyst / Grant Coordinator
(503)3784881
Nohemi.Ramos@aviation.state.or.us
or
Matt Lawyer
Program Coordinator
(503)3784888
Matthew.A.Lawyer@aviation.state.or.us

Help us improve! Was this page helpful?
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Oregon Department of Aviation

COAR Grant Process Flow Chart
APPLY
Applicants may complete one or multiple applications for different projects.

SUBMIT

Applicants submit application material to the Oregon Department of Aviation.

COMPLETENESS REVIEW
The Department of Aviation (ODA) conducts the Initial Completeness Review of applications. If necessary, ODA contacts applicant(s) for
missing application material.

REVIEW BY THE REGIONAL ACTS AND THE AVIATION REVIEW COMMITTEE
Regional ACTs review applications in their regions and sends their individual gradings based on the language below to ODA to compile
together. The Aviation review commitee will review all statewide applications and complile a prioritization list based on the language
below. The ARC will break ties on applications where necessary and provide their completed list to ODA.

Per OL 2015 c.700 Section 7, In selecting transportation projects the regional ACTs and Aviation Review Committee shall consider:
(a) Whether a proposed transportation project reduces transportation costs for Oregon businesses or improves access to jobs and sources of labor;
(b) Whether a proposed transportation project results in an economic benefit to this state;
(c) Whether a proposed transportation project is a critical link connecting elements of Oregon’s transportation system that will measurably improve
utilization and efficiency of the system;
(d) How much of the cost of a proposed transportation project can be borne by the applicant for the grant from any source other than the Connect
Oregon Fund;
(e) Whether a proposed transportation project is ready for construction; and
(f) Whether a proposed transportation project has a useful life expectancy that offers maximum benefit to the state.

REVIEW BY THE AVIATION BOARD
ODA presents the ARC's recommended projects to the Board at the board meeting. Aviation Board completes final prioritization rankings
and selects final project(s) in accordance with the language below.

Per OL 2015 c.700 Section 7, The Sate Aviation Board shall select applications with the following priority:
(a) First, to applications filed to assist airports in Oregon with match requirements for Federal Aviation Administration Airport Improvement Program
grants;
(b) Second, to applications filed with respect to safety and infrastructure development; and
(c) Third, to applications filed with respect to aviation‐related economic benefits related to airports.

GRANT AGREEMENT EXECUTION

Agreement execution within 180 days from
approval.

ODA sends selected applicant(s) and their
legislative representatives a notice of grant
award.

Send a notice of denial to applicant(s)
whose projects were not selected.
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Scott Aycock <scotta@coic.org>

FW: COAR Project Summaries
Gary Judd <gjudd@bendoregon.gov>
To: "scotta@coic.org" <scotta@coic.org>

Mon, Oct 31, 2016 at 11:47 AM

More info below.

Gary Judd, Airport Manager
Bend Municipal Airport
A Division of the City of Bend Economic Development Department
Bend, OR 97701
Phone 1-541-389-0258
Fax (same as phone)
Cell- 1-541-647-0828
email gjudd@bendoregon.gov

www.bendoregon.gov/airport

"Never assume that anyone outside your profession understands your acronyms"

PUBLIC RECORDS LAW DISCLOSURE: Emails are generally public records and
therefore subject to public disclosure unless exempt from disclosure under Oregon
Public Records Law.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=4759d5c106&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=1581c1178aa4882f&siml=1581c1178aa4882f
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Emails can be sent inadvertently to unintended recipients and contain confidential or
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive for
the recipient), please advise by return email and delete immediately without reading or
forwarding to others. Thank you.

From: RAMOS Nohemi [mailto:Nohemi.RAMOS@odot.state.or.us]
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2016 11:45 AM
To: Gary Judd <gjudd@bendoregon.gov>
Cc: PECK Heather <heather.peck@aviation.state.or.us>; LAWYER Ma hew A <Matthew.A.LAWYER@aviation.
state.or.us>
Subject: RE: COAR Project Summaries

Hello Gary,

The responsibility of the COACT during their review period is to complete the review sheet provided by ODA and to
ensure that they are in agreement with the responses and comments made on the review form for each project
applica on.

Prior to the Avia on Review Commi ee (ARC) mee ng in January, ODA will send the ARC members (and the ACTs) a
complete list of all statewide projects along with their final scores, project summaries, project costs, and any other
relevant notes that may assist the ARC when ranking projects. Remember, applica on scores are formulated based on
the completeness review and ACT review based on your selec ons on the review form.

Please note, ODA will divide the statewide projects list men oned above into three separate lists (separated by
priority); the ARC will rank projects within each list order to comply with OAR 738-124-0035(8):



First priority is to assist airports in Oregon with match requirements for FAA AIP grants;

 Second priority is to make grants for emergency preparedness and infrastructure projects in accordance with the
Oregon Resilience Plan;
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 Third priority is for: services cri cal or essen al to avia on, avia on-related business development, and airport
development for local economic benefit.

It will be at the discre on of each ACT to review the collec ve list of statewide projects and provide their preferences
to their member serving on the ARC, but ul mately it will be the ARC that will rank the projects.

One thing to keep in mind when serving on the ARC is that the projects will be ranked statewide and not by region,
which is diﬀerent from Connect Oregon.

Thank you,

Nohemi Ramos
Fiscal Analyst / Program Coordinator
Oregon Department of Aviation
3040 25th Street SE

| Salem, OR

97302

 503-378-4881 |  503-373-1688 |  nohemi.ramos@aviation.state.or.us

To get updates on the latest information about our grant programs, subscribe to the ASAP electronic mailing list by
sending an email request with the subject line “ASAP Mailing List Request” to: ASAP@aviation.state.or.us

From: Gary Judd [mailto:gjudd@bendoregon.gov]
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2016 10:28 AM
To: RAMOS Nohemi
Cc: scotta@coic.org
Subject: RE: COAR Project Summaries

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
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A-1 STATUTORY CONSIDERATION REVIEW FORM
ACTs Statutory Review Form 2016
Please read the Aviation Project Funding Request - Instructions to Reviewers prior to completing this form.
The Instructions to Reviewers and ACTs Statutory Review Form are available on the Oregon Department of Aviation website.
Comment areas are provided to note information critical to your evaluation: How you arrived at your decision.
Save a completed electronic version of this document for each application you evaluate.
Email completed evaluation forms to ASAP@aviation.state.or.us no later than December 23, 2016.

Reviewer Name / ACT:
Applicant Name:

Application Number:

Project Name:

Section 1:
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Disagree

0% - 25%

26% - 50%

51% - 75%

Comments

Question 13 - Reduced Transportation Costs or Improved
Access to Jobs
Does the proposed transportation project reduce transportation costs
for Oregon businesses or improve access to jobs and sources of
labor?
Question 14 - Economic Benefit
Does the proposed transportation project result in an economic
benefit to the state?
Question 15 - Critical Link
Is the proposed transportation project a critical link connecting
elements of Oregon's transportation system that will measurably
improve utilization and efficiency of the system?

Section 2:
Question 16 - Project Funding

76% - 100%

How much of the cost of the proposed transportation project can be
borne by the applicant for the grant.

Question 17 - Project Readiness*
0-6

Project's Readiness to Start (in months)
7 - 12
13 - 18
19 - 24

over 24

Is the proposed transportation project ready for construction or ready
for implementation?
*As all projects are not construction projects, ODA will use the following definition for project readiness when scoring and ranking projects:
Whether a project is ready to begin elements of work necessary to commence with construction in a reasonable timeframe.
If the project does not involve construction, whether the project is ready for implementation.
Review members may use the following information, plus other knowledge when determining project readiness: Permitting, match financing, plan inclusion where necessary, land use
approval, applicant capacity

Question 18 - Life Expectancy
0-5

Expected Useful Life (in years)
6 - 10
11 - 15
16 - 20

over 20

Does the proposed transportation project have a useful life
expectancy that offers maximum benefit to the State?

No Conflict of Interest Certification: I do not have any conflict of interest with the proposer submitting this project application. A conflict of interest means the member is a
consultant to the applicant, or is a committee or board member who has assisted the applicant, or has a financial benefit in the project. All conflict of interest disclosures will be
recorded in the Final Review Committee meeting minutes.
Comments:
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2016 Central OR Airport COAR Project Proposals

Application #

Grant
Match %

Match

Total Project Cost or
Total FAA AIP Grant
Match Amount
required from
sponsor

Applicant/Airport

Project Name

Project Summary

Grant Request

C17-S39-02-FAA

City of Prineville/Prineville
Airport

Match 2017 FAA AIP $300,000 Grant for
construction of a public use aircraft parking
apron, connector taxiways, fencing, and
public helipads

This Grant application is to match a $300,000 FAA AIP 2017 Grant to
construct new public aircraft parking apron to improve parking capacity,
including space for SEAT (single engine air tanker) and other fire fighting
operations by and connecting taxiways, fencing, and public helipads.

$

30,000.00 $

3,333.00

10.00% $

33,333.00

C17-S39-01-FAA

City of Prineville/Prineville
Airport

FAA Match for Prineville Airport Run-up
Apron, Tie-Down Apron, & Airport Beacon
Replacement

This Grant Application will match a $1,248,799 FAA AIP Grant 3-41-0051013-2016 and will result in construct new itinerant tiedown apron, a run-up
apron for Rwy 28, and relocate and replace an obsolete rotating beacon.
$

124,880.00 $

13,875.00

10.00% $

138,755.00

C17-S33-01-FAA

City of Madras/Madras
Municipal Airport

Madras Parallel Taxiway Reconstruction Design

This project's scope is to perform design work for reconstructing the
parallel taxiway which is scheduled for construction in 2018.

$

22,500.00 $

2,500.00

10.00% $

25,000.00

Taxiway Reconstruction

Reconstruct 3/4 of the primary taxiway, parallel to runway 18-36. Taxiway
will be crushed, new base established and new taxiway constructed in
existing location. Dimensions are 30 feet wide by 4400 feet in length. Pilots
have no confidence in the runway at present, and any and all that fly in to
Sunriver will benefit from the new taxiway which will provide a safer
environment for aircraft operations.

$

150,000.00 $

100,000.00

40.00% $

250,000.00

150,000.00 $

455,000.00

75.21% $

605,000.00

65,000.00 $

65,000.00

50.00% $

130,000.00

25,000.00 $

25,000.00

50.00% $

50,000.00

150,000.00 $

20,000.00

11.76% $

170,000.00

150,000.00 $

1,700,000.00

91.89% $

1,850,000.00

C17-S21-01-E

Sunriver Resort/Sunriver
Airport

C17-RDM-01-E

Redmond/Redmond Municipal Airport Airfield Combination
Airport
Sweeper/Blower

C17-RDM-02-ORP
C17-RDM-01-FAA

Redmond/Redmond Municipal
Airport
Aviation Fuel System - Phase II
Redmond/Redmond Municipal
Airport
Master Plan Study

C17-6K5-01R-E

Sisters Airport Property,
LLC/Sisters Eagle Airport

Infrastructure for Growth - Electrical &
Sewer

C17-6K5-05R-E

Sisters Airport Property,
LLC/Sisters Eagle Airport

Infrastructure for Growth - Hangar Space

The project consists of the acquisition of an airport sweeper/blower to
remove debris and snow from airport runways, taxiways, and aprons.
$
The Redmond Airport constructed a 20,000 gallon jet A and 12,000 avgas
gallon aviation fuel system in 2014 as part of phase I of the project. Phase II
is to construct a permanent fuel spill containment system for the facility.
This will provide a method of capturing potential fuel spills and minimize
the affects on the environment.
$
The Redmond Municipal Airport is preparing a Master Plan Update Study.

$

Continue the off-site 480 electrical supply and city sewer infrastructure into
the airport property to serve backup power systems, sewer pump stations,
emergency response facilities, fuel supply and pumping, educational
facilities, and economic development expansion.
$
There is high demand for aviation expansion at 6K5. There are currently 12
hangars on the property and a waiting list that is more than 20 names long.
There are at least two aviation related companies that are willing to move
their operations and their living wage jobs to Sisters Eagle Airport when
hangar space becomes available.
$

2016 Central OR Airport COAR Project Proposals

Application #

Applicant/Airport

Project Name

Project Summary

Grant Request

There has been high demand for Jet A fuel at the Sisters Eagle Airport from
EMS, firefighting, wildlife counts and other commercial aircraft operations.
There has also been a significant increase in charter traffic and general
aviation aircraft with enginese requiring Jet A. A Jet A fuel tank needs to be
Infrastructure for Growth - Jet A Fuel Tank installed to service these aircraft.
$
To make the airport more functional as a base for emergency resources and
air response, Sisters Eagle Airport needs to add a GPS approach and
Infrastructure for Growth - GPS Approach & maintenance equipment to keep the runway, taxiway, and ramp areas clear
Maintenance Equipment
and clean.
$
The airport is currently served with 2 on-site water wells and will be
required to connect to city water services before any expansion can be
initiated. The 2 wells will be utilized only for irrigation or if there is an
interruption in City service. This project will make the necessary
connections to services that will enable the airport to increase its level of
resiliency. In conjunction with the water project, an addition to an existing
building will give the airport approximately 5,000 square feet of additional
space adjacent to the ramp area which will house the Emergency Command
Infrastructure for Growth - Water Project Center.
$

C17-6K5-04R-E

Sisters Airport Property,
LLC/Sisters Eagle Airport

C17-6K5-03R-E

Sisters Airport Property,
LLC/Sisters Eagle Airport

C17-6K5-02R-E

Sisters Airport Property,
LLC/Sisters Eagle Airport

C17-5S5-01R-E

Lake Billy Chinook Airport Dev
Corp/Lake Billy Chinook Airport Runway chip seal Runway 16/34

Up lift an application of chip seal to existing runway surface 16/34

$

Grant
Match %

Match

Total Project Cost or
Total FAA AIP Grant
Match Amount
required from
sponsor

150,000.00 $

60,000.00

28.57% $

210,000.00

150,000.00 $

20,000.00

11.76% $

170,000.00

150,000.00 $

205,000.00

57.75% $

355,000.00

35,910.00 $

1,890.00

5.00% $

37,800.00

